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FULL DETAILS OF NEW ADDITIONS - MAY 2017
DVD n CHARIOTS OF THE GODS: 50th ANNIVERSARY LECTURE - The excellent Erich Von Daniken presentation
shows that all over the world there are fantastic ruins and improbable objects which cannot be explained by conventional
theories of history, archaeology, and religion. This 50th Anniversary event asks why, for instance, do the world's sacred
books describe Gods who came down from the sky in fiery chariots and always promised to return? How could an ancient
Sanskrit text contain an account which could only be of a journey in an alien craft? Erich compares photographs of American
space centre launch sites to the constructions on the plains of Nazca in Peru. In order to understand the mysteries which
Erich Von Daniken has catalogued we must go back to these ancient relics with an open mind. We must call in the
resources and experience of sciences other than archaeology. Great feedback:- “It was an absolute privilege and an honour
to attend” - “Simply one of the most prestigious events ever created...” - “Erich you have been an inspiration” - “Amazing”
- “Fantastic” - “this video is a masterpiece”. This magnum opus is certainly not to be missed. £10

DVD n HOW BIG OIL CONQUERED THE WORLD - A provocative and cynical examination. Our forced reliance on oil
and our unabated demand continues to bulk the pockets of the energy companies in the process. There are few regions
of the globe that remain untouched by this powerful industry, and fewer lives that aren't affected by its dealings. This
provocative video analysis examines how Big Oil Conquered the World and skillfully traces the nefarious origins and evolution
of this energy behemoth. The film sheds light on the less than honest aspects of the oil industry that have remained largely

obscured by official historical records. Topics include John D Rockefeller - and his father Willaim a man who gained notoriety for his illicit
romantic affairs and tenacious gifts as a snake oil salesman. The industry as it exists today - and the general demeanour of the world it has
cultivated - is a direct reflection of his slithery personality, when oil first became big business, merciless bribery, strong arm tactics, a series of
surprising and altogether horrific anecdotes, the checkered history of oil, their fingers in almost every conceivable pie of influence - from
pharmaceuticals to green technologies to education. The scourge of rampant greed, and the continuing emergence of global monopolies,
empower these companies with enough leverage to control every facet of our lives. Excellent barbed & sharp comments throughout. £10

DVD n PROGRAMMING OF LIFE: EARTH BY INTELLIGENT DESIGN - The questions that loom largest in the whole of
human experience are:- Where do we come from, and which elements have conspired to assure the continued existence of
our planet? This video is unafraid of exploring such questions, and even less fearful of reaching conclusions which are largely
unpopular within the mainstream scientific community. Features insights from distinguished academics, who all testify to the
limitations of widely accepted modern-day science to adequately explain the complexities and precariousness of the
universe. In the process, they uncover aspects of evolution that they find flawed at best, and make a strong case for the
probability of intelligent design. A comprehensive study to determine the odds that just the right levels of nitrogen, oxygen
and carbon could exist to realistically sustain life as it does on Earth was calculated at odds at one in a billion. An excellent
example of the importance of challenging common thinking and perceived wisdom. £10

DVD n A 500,000 YEAR EVOLUTION TIMELINE - Covering the Anunnaki, genetic Manipulation, Suppressed History
and much more. This elder gods theory offers a revised account of our past. Known archaeological findings do not fully
support conventional explanations for Earth's development, or the emergence of humankind as a species. Archaic evidence
and ancient texts suggest that extraterrestrial influences may have been present since primordial times. Based on modern
discoveries and revaluation of ancient records and artifacts, this theory addresses a wide range of topics, answering many

mysterious questions including the following: *Do ancient records, mythological accounts, and sacred texts reveal the presence of
otherworldly benefactors? *Did life within our solar system first develop on another planet beyond Earth? *Might humans be a hybrid creation
combined from indigenous Earth species and extraterrestrial life? *Did a disastrous celestial event around 700,000 B.C. alter an advanced
neighbouring planetary civilisation? *Was Earth infiltrated by alien life from that neighbouring planet during the ancient past? *Do certain
archaic cave paintings and rock drawings actually depict extraterrestrial beings and long extinct animals? *Did Atlantis, Lemuria, or Mu once
exist sometime during Earth's remote past? *What changes occurred on Earth after the Great Flood? *Did giants once roam our planet? *Are
Earth's oldest megalithic stone structures the work of extraterrestrial influences? *Were nuclear weapons used during an ancient war? *Were
certain gods of various olden religions actually extraterrestrial visitors? Wow! £10

DVD n THORIUM: THE NASA STORY - The comforts and necessities of our daily existence could not be fulfilled
without the use of energy. Yet, our world is in a constant state of crisis when it comes to energy reserves. Aerospace
engineer Kirk Sorensen believes he's uncovered a solution that's cleaner, more efficient and somewhat more controversial
than the tremulous energy sources we currently rely upon - an abundant, naturally occurring and energy dense radioactive
element called Thorium. This video supports one aspect of Sorensen's proposed solution by outlining its worthiness in the

pursuit of space colonisation, and then tying it back to its practical applications here on Earth. Carefully assembled from a series of viral video
sources and newly produced footage by Gordon McDowell, the film makes intimidating scientific concepts easily understandable to the
layperson. First, it establishes the role that energy plays in space travel and exploration by recalling a series of groundbreaking NASA missions
including Voyager 1, New Horizons and the Mars Exploration Rover Mission. The film convincingly evidences that Thorium's most practical
application is not even in space, but back here on Earth. Instead of using Uranium in today's water cooled nuclear reactors, with Thorium we
can power our world more efficiently and much safer than ever before. 6 H 27 M that will have you glued to the screen. Wonderful.£10
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